Abstract-We demonstrate theoretically and experimentally a chiral-selective plasmonic absorber by utilizing -shapedresonators in the visible frequencies. Our metasurface design enables chiral-selective absorption bands, in which absorption peaks for left-handed circularly polarized and right-handed circularly polarized occur at different resonance wavelengths resulting in significant circular dichroism (CD). Both simulated and measured absorption spectra exhibit maximum absorptions exceeding 80% associated with a CD value of ∼0.5. Such a chiral plasmonic metasurface absorber with high performance could find applications in optical filters, non-linear optics, thermal emitters, and hot-electron collection devices.
and demonstrated to be able to perfectly absorb electromagnetic waves across the spectrum from microwave to optical region [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . However, the majority of the designed absorbers are applied to linearly polarized illumination, and such absorber designs for circularly polarized light (CPL) illumination have not been extensively studied. The electric field vector of CPL travels along a helical trajectory, either clockwise or counterclockwise, i. e., left-handed circular polarization (LCP) or right-handed circular polarization (RCP), which can be decomposed by two linearly polarized light waves with perpendicular electric field vectors. Recently, CPL has been widely used in optical techniques and devices, ranging from spin optical communication and quantum computation to circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy. Meanwhile, as an optical technique for the characterization of chiral media, CD, originally existing in natural molecules, also has been achieved in artificial metamaterials by introducing geometrical chirality [18] , [19] , which has different optical responses for LCP and RCP light. More recently, some plasmonic metamaterials based on chiral-geometric building blocks including spiral [20] , helix [21] , [22] , oligomers [23] , fish-scale metamaterials [24] , twisted metamaterials [25] , [26] and Z-shaped chiral structures [15] have been demonstrated and been utilized to enable chiral-selective field enhancement as well as photocurrent detection [21] . Therefore, it is expected that the interaction of CPL with chiral metasurfaces would play an important role in constructing novel plasmonic absorbers.
Although chiral super absorbers has been demonstrated at near and mid-infrared wavelengths, there has been little work at visible frequencies due to difficulties in designing the chiral metamolecule, the building block of a chiral metasurface. In this letter, we demonstrate theoretically and experimentally a novel chiral metasurface design with chiral-selective absorption behavior at the visible frequency range. The building block simply consists of one -shaped metallic resonator on top of dielectric spacer and a metallic mirror. Such metasurface design could selectively achieve over 80% absorption at different wavelengths of visible regime depending on the chirality of the incident light. It is also featured with high absorptive contrast leading to a high CD value of ∼ 0.5 due to the selectively absorptive characterization of the chiral plasmonic metasurface. The numerical simulations show a good agreement with the experimental results in terms of absorption amplitude and spectral shape. The physical mechanism behind the chiral-selective absorption for different circular polarizations comes from the destructive and constructive interference of the illumination.
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See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. Such proposed chiral-selective metasurface absorber designs suggest applications in wavelength-selective absorption filters, thermal emitters, and hot-electron collection devices.
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The proposed metasurface design is shown in Fig. 1(a) , which consists of a periodic array of chiral meta-molecules, i.e., η-shaped silver resonators on top of a silicon dioxide (SiO 2 ) spacer and an optically thick silver film. The schematic diagram of a building block and scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the fabricated sample is shown in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c) , respectively. The corresponding geometric parameters are labeled in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) .
Using three dimensional Finite-Difference TimeDomain (FDTD) method and the commercial software of Lumerical FDTD Solution, we investigated the optical response of the chiral plasmonic metasurface on CPL illumination in the 600 -800 nm wavelength range for the case of normal incidence. In all simulations, periodic boundary conditions were applied to the x-and y-axis, and perfectly matched layers were used along the propagation directions of z-axis. The refractive index of SiO 2 is 1.46, and the optical parameter for Ag is taken from Palik [27] . Here, LCP and RCP light are normally incident onto the front side of the plasmonic metasurface. The spectral absorption (A) of the nanostructure is defined as A = 1 -T -R, where T and R denote the transmission and reflection amplitude, respectively. Due to the optically thick Ag backplane (100 nm) in the design, the optical transmission through the proposed nanostructure can be neglected. Therefore, the absorption is reduced to A = 1 -R. The corresponding absorption spectra for both circular polarized light incidences are plotted in Fig. 2(a) . It is observed that at the wavelength of ∼ 643 nm, there is a significant absorption for RCP whereas no considerable absorption for LCP. On the other hand, at the wavelength of ∼760 nm, the metasurface becomes strongly absorptive for LCP while quite weak absorption for RCP. It means a selective absorption for circular polarization light with particular handedness while reflecting the other polarization light at different resonant wavelength. However, in previously reported chiral absorbers [15] , the system was required to utilize different chiral metasurfaces to enable one absorption band for each polarization. By contrast, in this letter, it is worth highlighting that two selective absorption bands can be obtained alternatively for different CPL illuminations just using a single chiral meta-molecule. The resulted CD spectrum which characterizes the absorbance difference between LCP and RCP, leading to a CD amplitude (CD= A LCP -A RCP ) of ∼0.5 at two selectively resonant wavelength regimes as shown in Fig. 2(c) .
To unveil the origin of such strong CD, we can decompose the CPL electric field vector into two orthogonally linear polarized light fields, that is, E x and E y , which are oscillating with a 90 phase shift:
From the above equations, we can see that the phase of E x is 90 ahead of E y for the case of LCP illumination, and vice versus, the phase of E x is 90 behind of E y for the case of RCP illumination. Due to anisotropy of the proposed metasurface (producing a phase difference) and the fact that a linear polarization state can be partially rotated into its orthogonal one due to chirality, there exist some polarization conversions for two orthogonal fields. According to the interference theory of metamaterial perfect absorbers [28] , the converted scattered field will interfere with the unconverted scattered field under the illumination of CPL light. Concretely, for the case of LCP illumination, the converted scattered field (with πphase shift) will destructively interfere with the unconverted scattered field, resulting in a reduced total reflected field. However, for the case of RCP illumination, the converted scattered field (with 2π phase shift) will constructively interfere with the unconverted scattered field, leading to an enhanced total reflected field. The asymmetric interference finally results in different absorptions bands for LCP and RCP as shown in Fig. 2(a) . In short, this highly asymmetric absorption effect originates from the destructive and constructive interference of the illumination. Furthermore, due to the existence of the optically thick metallic backplane in this design, it forms a Fabry-Perot (F-P) cavity in the dielectric space which leads to multiple reflections inside the dielectric spacer. The multiple reflections further enhance the light absorption at resonance, and thus achieve a high CD. The above numerical simulations and theoretical analysis were confirmed by the experimental results as shown in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(d) . The metasurface absorber was fabricated using electron-beam lithography, where 100 nm of silver (Ag) coated with 120 nm of SiO 2 was deposited using e-beam evaporation on a Si wafer. The patterns were exposed in a bi-layer PMMA resist using a JEOL 9300 100kV e-beam tool. Development was then completed using a cold development in a solution of IPA/DI water (7:3) at 5 C then rinsed in IPA at room temperature. Finally, 40 nm of Ag coated with 10 nm of SiO 2 (for the purpose of oxidation depression) were deposited using e-beam evaporation and was lifted off in 1165 Microchem resist remover and finally rinsed in IPA. And the measurements were conducted by converting an unpolarized halogen white light source into circularly polarized light by passing it first through a linear polarizer followed by a quarter-wave retarder. The CPL was then coupled into an inverted microscope, incident upon that sample and the reflected power was measured through a 303-mm-focal-length spectrometer containing an Andor Newton electron multiplication charge-coupled device (EM-CCD) detector.
From Fig. 2(b) , one can see that the absorption spectra fundamentally agree well with the simulation results in terms of high absorption contrast and absorption windows. However, it is observed that there is a slight red-shift of wavelength and minor difference in bandwidth. The slight mismatch of resonant wavelengths mainly results from the tolerance of fabrication variations, and the lower quality factor of measured resonances is due to the actual surface roughness of fabricated sample.
Furthermore, the geometric parameters of the metasurface design have strong impacts on the chiral-selective absorption characteristics. As shown in Fig. 3 , we have calculated the absorption spectra as a function of wavelength and the dielec- tric (SiO 2 ) spacer thickness for both CPL illuminations while other parameters are kept the same as in Fig. 2(a) . Fig. 3 shows that the dielectric thickness has a strong impact on the absorption amplitude as well as resonance wavelengths, and one can see that there exist two resonant modes (R j , L j , j =1, 2) in Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3(b) , respectively. The modes R j and L j are induced by RCP and LCP illumination, separately. When the dielectric spacer is very thin (below 30 nm), there is almost no resonant absorption for both CPL in our concerned wavelength region. That is because the F-P cavity modes inside the dielectric layer cannot be excited. When the thickness of the dielectric increases above 30 nm, more cavity modes are excited, and therefore resonant absorption becomes significant. Also, the absorption peak value for mode R j or L j increases gradually and has a continuous wavelength buleshift when the spacer thickness increases further. Further numerical simulations and calculations demonstrate that there is an optimized spacer thickness where the absorption would reach a maximum of ∼ 1. Moreover, comparing mode R j with mode L j in Fig. 3 (a) and (b), a selective absorption window for RCP and LCP appears, separately, due to the different interactions of CPL with the chiral metasurface.
To gain more insights of the underlying physical mechanism of chiral-selective resonant absorption, we calculated threedimensional spatial absorbed power distributions at resonance wavelengths of 643 nm and 760 nm for RCP and LCP, respectively (Fig. 4) . The absorbed power was calculated using the formula P abs = 1 2 ωε |E| 2 , where ω is the angular frequency, ε is the imaginary part of the permittivity, and |E| is absolute magnitude of the total electric field. Here, we plotted the power absorption maps in the chiral unit of the metasurface. As shown in Fig. 4 , we can see that the optical absorption takes place in different parts of the -shaped metallic meta-molecules at different resonance wavelengths. It shows that the different interactions of CPL with chiral metallic nanostructures can induce different chiral currents inside meta-molecules, which directly results in the different resonant absorptions. For the case of RCP, there is a strong resonant absorption at the wavelength of 643 nm, as shown in Fig. 4(a) , and vice versus, for the case of LCP, it can be seen in Fig. 4(d) that the high absorption occurs in the wavelength of 760 nm.
III. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have demonstrated numerically and experimentally a chiral plasmonic metasurface absorber consisting of -shaped metallic resonators in the visible frequency. The designed metasurface absorber exhibits chiral-selective absorption properties for different polarization lights (RCP or LCP) at different resonance wavelengths associating with a significant CD magnitude. The simulated and measured absorption spectra exhibit selective absorption exceeding 80%, and the CD magnitude approaches ∼ 0.5. Such proposed structures enjoy high performance with circular polarizationdependent absorption spectra could find wide applications in absorption filter, hot-electron collection devices, and so on.
